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Eliyahou Eric Bobkobza: Salt, Pepper, silver, olivewood, 2002

(Jerusalem Artists House)

Words, words, words
By MEIR RONNEN

A

new show at the Jerusalem
Artists House. Israeli
Object - A Matter of Time,
works by 30 Israelis, is what can
be identified as yet another
Curator's Exhibition, one of the
great afflictions of contemporary
an everywhere.
Resistance to dris sort of show is
a .2^-. L=riez-^£. ^ less: ~ 3=uiz
ad AeUaedStaEs. fa IsiaeL
however, lie carator iodesoy
. . : . : ire several such
sfaoirs ttinumg concurrently at any
given time in various parts of the
country.
Curatorial shows, like this one,

---fi icidrj i-i:er. Tbeir ocly
sarrng 0Bce fies m Ac skffl of a
few of Ac artists selected to prop
up the thesis. The participants, of
course, are willing accomplices:
anything to get an outing.
Such shows are of great help in
filling huge museum spaces
erected in the heady days of
pop-art gigantism, particularly at
a time when budgets are shrinking. For the most part, it's not the
sort of art you want, or can, take
home with you.
Modern art really began in the
Renaissance. In the beginning,
there were artists. Some were
innovative, most were gifted and
their select, wealthy audiences
saw that they were good. What the
better ones painted or carved was
both original and enormously
skilled. How a painting or a sculpture was composed and made
transcended the ostensible subject
matter. The magic of mind and
hand was paramount.
Such works still thrill us today,

With very few originalipainters
centuries after they were proaround, the international industry,
duced.
These earlier artists at first led by both professional and selfexhibited privately, then publicly, styled curators, clasped this asp to
and then, in .the 19th century, in its breast. And scores of thousands
loosely affiliated groups. They of art students around the world
were always treated as indi- who couldn't paint, much less find a'
viduals, their works respected new way to paint, suddenly realized that conceptual art was the way
according to their talents.
A long line of critics and histori- forward. For the most part, they didans, starting with Vasari and n't have to put brush to canvas or
A"-.-'.-?:—?-.- and later the likes even fashion anything themselves.
of Julius Meier-Graefe. Roger They could assemble found objects
Fry aad eventually Clement and make them into visual puns,
Gteenberg and Robert Rosenberg, while giving them a title that made a
continued treating each work as an point, if only for a minute or so.
Wimout the title, many of these
individual event, even within a
works didn't make much sense,'
defined movement.
But hard on their heels came a however eye-catching their sceveritable horde of academics, narios (many of them harked back
curators, professors of art history to Fifties-style department-store
and their students, all theorizing window dressing, now pretty
about die politics and sociology of much an otherwise lost art).
the artists and their times, linking
To be fair, a few of the postthem with ingenious permutations. Dadaist conceptualists have done
Their numbers expand logarithmi- marvelous things (Kiki Smith is a
cally every four years. Few of highly innovative contemporary
them are basically concerned artist who springs to mind) and
whether an artist is good or bad. there are a few very-well-broughtFew of them can anyway discern off exhibits in Sophia Dekel's
whether a work is good or bad. current Israeli Object show.
Connoisseurship has given way Others works in it are just simto theory. There are now many plistic in conception. But who
more theoreticians than there are cares, if they fit the thesis?
interesting artists.
The English-Hebrew catalog to
With the rise of the popular Israeli Object opens with a brief
press and the 20th-century cloning and lucid attempt to define some
of universities and art magazines, of the relations between man and
art history has become a self- object, written by artist Sasha
supporting industry.
Okun, the conceptual father of
In the past few decades of a fab- the show.
ulously innovative 20th century,
It's the only part of the catalog
innovative painting dried up and worth reading, except perhaps for
the industry (and the avant-garde some of Dekel's comments on the
art galleries) ran out of raw works displayed, if only because
material. It was rescued, as of her ingenious attempts to make
Duchamp had predicted, by them sound more interesting and
various forms of conceptual and significant than they really are. As
installation art - and more recently, with all shows of this nature,
video and performance art.
exhibits are said to "explore" or
"examine" various aspects of
place, ideology etc. They do
nothing of the sort.
And Dekel's lengthy historical
survey will interest only new aspirants to the art-history industry.
My advice to the visitor is to
look at each exhibit as a thing unto
itself. Sadly, many merit little
more than a glance.
The significance of many of the
exhibits doesn't register unless
you immerse yourself in all their
literary connotations, few of
which are self-evident.
This is true for instance of
Gideon Gechtman's mortuary
icebox and collaged pyramids, but
you have to be told how and why

they are related to his career-long
preoccupation with ill-health and
family/property loss.
And you have to realize that
Marilou Levin's life-size video
projection loop of luggage-laden
Israelis exiting customs at BenGurion Airport is supposed to be
a serious comment on local
consumerism.
One of the more wryly amusing
displays is a series of painted
simulations of right-wing bumper
stickers, meticulously rendered by
Tal Amitai. A decade ago, simulation was a buzz word in
Manhattan; it has since had its day.
A perennial at shows like this is
that gift to Israeli curators, Israel
Rabinowitz, whose assemblages
of hoes, plows and figurines make
obvious references to the Zionism
of the pioneers. This artist's work
is currently on view in another
message-laden curator's show
now at the Time Out Gallery in Tel
Aviv (and reviewed on this page
last week).
In similar vein, a silver salt and
pepper set here produced by
Eliyahou Eric Bobkobza, cleverly
mimics a shikun (die pepper) and a
Muslim shrine (the salt), while set
among tiny olivewood trees,
successfully mimicking early
Bezalel ware.
Close by is a gallery doorway
tentatively barred by a scrap of
chain-link fencing reassembled with
tape by Meirav Davish Ben-Moshe.
According to the curator this is a
comment about a number of things:
the protective fence; the Good
Fence; and 'the ultimate promise of
peace and security" as well as a
comment on improvisation and
short-term planning as related to the
protective fence and the Maccabiah
bridge collapse and the Versailles
wedding haU disaster. Gripes, talk
about economy of means!
I could go on and on about the
other exhibits, some better, some
puerile, but by now I imagine you
have got the general curatorial
approach. This exhibition, made
possible by the Jerusalem
Foundation, the Ministry of
Science, Culture and Sport, the
National Science Museum and the
Jerusalem
Municipality,
is
described in Prof. Yoram Zvirin's
astonishing catalog message as a
step in the direction of "the transmission of cultural and social
values that stimulate critical thinking and community involvement."
(Jerusalem Artists House). Till
February 15.

